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  This Article examines the importance of the Supreme Court’s recent de-
cision in Lingle v. Chevron USA, Inc., arguing that, rather than a simple tech-
nical correction, it marked the conclusion to a long-running debate within 
the Court’s regulatory takings jurisprudence on whether substantive due process 
has a role in takings analysis. The author traces the Court’s early land use 
cases, which were based in due process, to identify the origins of two sepa-
rate strands of analysis for government regulations affecting the use of property, 
one focusing on the extent of government intrusion, the other on the substan-
tive legitimacy of the regulation. This duality between economic impact and 
substantive legitimacy persisted, although not fully acknowledged, in mod-
ern takings analysis, and underlies the debates within the Court over the 
proper takings remedy and the extent of the government’s liability for regu-
lations designed to prevent public harm. The author then analyzes the Court’s 
lengthy struggle to deªne whether the legitimacy of government action (a 
due process inquiry) is properly a part of the takings analysis, noting the 
tension between Penn Central and Agins. In Lingle, the Article concludes, 
the Court took its clear opportunity to reject the “substantially advances” 
test, removing any substantive due process element from the takings inquiry and 
espousing a narrow vision of what constitutes a regulatory taking that will 
have important policy consequences. 

Introduction 

Compared to the sturm und drang surrounding the Kelo1 decision, 
the Supreme Court’s decision last year in Lingle v. Chevron USA, Inc.2 
dropped from sight with hardly a ripple. The lack of sparks within a unani-
mous Court, together with a relatively unsexy subject matter—whether the 
Takings Clause permits review of the economic rationality of a rent con-
trol ordinance for gas stations—created a sense that Lingle was another 
of the Court’s routine technical corrections to the law, undertaken for rea-
sons understandable only to the Justices and scholars. Even those famil-
iar with the ªeld of regulatory takings are likely to view Lingle as a nar-
row decision that simply brought a little-used and poorly understood the-
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ory of takings liability—a “frolic and detour” in the Court’s regulatory tak-
ings jurisprudence, as one commentator calls it3—to a sudden end. 

I submit that those perceptions are mistaken. In fact, Lingle marks 
the culmination of one of the more prolonged and difªcult debates in the 
history of the Court’s constitutional jurisprudence. For more than a cen-
tury, the Court has struggled to deªne the relationship between the Fifth 
Amendment’s protection against deprivation of property without due 
process and its command that property not be taken for public use with-
out just compensation. By ªnally separating the long-entangled strands of 
substantive due process from takings doctrine, Lingle brings a remark-
able coherence to the Court’s confused regulatory takings doctrine. The 
paradigm of a regulatory taking that emerges, once extraneous notions of 
substantive due process are ªltered out, is relatively clear, and quite nar-
row. And that narrow understanding has profound consequences, I be-
lieve, for those who have been engaged in the struggles over property rights 
in this country, whether on the side of private property owners or gov-
ernment regulators. 

I. A Simple Separation of Constitutional Doctrines 

Accidentally Conjoined? 

Lingle confronted the Court with the legacy of confusion resulting 
from the Court’s historic intermingling of concepts of substantive due proc-
ess and takings. Twenty-ªve years prior to Lingle, Justice Powell, writing 
for a unanimous Court, had stated in Agins v. City of Tiburon4 that “[t]he 
application of a general zoning law to particular property effects a taking 
if the ordinance does not substantially advance legitimate state interests, 
or denies an owner economically viable use of his land.”5 The second prong 
of the Agins standard reºected the Court’s long-standing focus in regula-
tory takings doctrine on the economic impact of regulation on a property 
owner, prominently displayed in its landmark decision in Penn Central 
Transportation Co. v. City of New York6 two years previous. The ªrst prong, 
however, appeared to invite an examination of a regulation’s means-ends 
rationality, an inquiry traditionally understood to lie under substantive due 
process. The Court’s reliance in Agins upon Nectow v. City of Cambridge7 
and Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.,8 both seminal due process 
cases, conªrmed the origins of the “substantially advances” test in due 
process, rather than in takings doctrine. The Agins Court did not explain 
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the relevance of such a means-ends inquiry to takings doctrine, and sub-
sequent decisions invoking the Agins formulation offered no better in-
sight.9 

The question presented in Lingle—whether the “substantially ad-
vances” test in fact constitutes a valid theory of takings liability—was thus 
on its surface a straightforward matter of correcting an historic error in con-
stitutional doctrine. Petitioner State of Hawaii argued to the Court that its 
incorporation of due process concepts into takings doctrine had simply been 
a mistake; understandable, perhaps, in historic context, but wrong none-
theless. The Court accepted that premise, declaring: “On occasion, a would-
be doctrinal rule or test ªnds its way into our case law through simple 
repetition of a phrase—however fortuitously coined.”10 The Court acknowl-
edged the origins of the “substantially advances” test in due process prece-
dents, and concluded that its language had been “regrettably imprecise.”11 
The substantially advances formula, the Court concluded, “prescribes an 
inquiry in the nature of a due process, not a takings, test, and . . . has no 
proper place in our takings jurisprudence.”12 

At one level, therefore, Lingle can be seen as simply separating dis-
tinct strands of constitutional doctrine that had been mistakenly woven to-
gether, for reasons that now appear insubstantial or even accidental, twenty-
ªve years ago in Agins. The full story of the Court’s century-long dalli-
ance in takings law with due process principles, however, and Lingle’s 
signiªcance for that debate, are considerably more complex. 

II. The Historic Tension Between Due Process and Regulatory 

Takings Doctrine: Mugler versus Pennsylvania Coal 

The evolution of modern regulatory takings doctrine has been marked 
by a fundamental tension between the Court’s original approach to the 
constitutionality of land use regulations in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries, which focused on the legitimacy of the government’s 
actions under principles of substantive due process, and its subsequent 
focus, following the seminal decision of Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon,13 
on whether the severity of the economic impact of such regulations demands 
compensation under the Takings Clause. 

The Court’s early cases addressing the constitutionality of property 
regulations under the Due Process Clause centered on whether a challenged 
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regulation properly fell within the government’s police power. If the regula-
tion rationally furthered legitimate state interests, it was sustained even if 
it diminished or destroyed private property. As the Court made clear in Mug-
ler v. Kansas,14 it viewed the constitutional principle that no person shall 
be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law as fully 
compatible with the “equally vital” principle that “all property in this 
country is held under the implied obligation that the owner’s use of it shall 
not be injurious to the community.”15 The critical issue for the Court in 
these land use cases, therefore, was whether a challenged statute could rea-
sonably be viewed as preventing injury to the community. If so, it fell 
within the state’s police power, and did not violate the Due Process Clause 
regardless of its economic impact.16 

These early land use cases did indeed involve allegations that gov-
ernment regulation—for example, the prohibition of the manufacture of 
alcoholic beverages in Mugler—in effect took private property for public 
use without just compensation.17 Such claims, however, were framed under 
the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, alleging that the 
imposition of regulations that severely diminished the value of private prop-
erty violated due process unless accompanied by compensation.18 The 
Court in Mugler, however, ºatly rejected the notion that a valid police power 
regulation could be conditioned on the payment of compensation to an 
affected property owner, implicitly repudiating the underlying idea that 
government regulation can effect a taking at all. 

This interpretation of the fourteenth amendment is inadmissible. 
It cannot be supposed that the states intended, by adopting that 
amendment, to impose restraints upon the exercise of their pow-
ers for the protection of the safety, health, or morals of the com-
munity . . . .19 
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[T]he present case must be governed by principles that do not 
involve the power of eminent domain, in the exercise of which 
property may not be taken for public use without compensation. 
A prohibition simply on the use of property for purposes that 
are declared, by valid legislation, to be injurious to the health, 
morals, or safety of the community, cannot, in any just sense, be 
deemed a taking or an appropriation of property for the public 
beneªt . . . . The power which the states have of prohibiting such 
use by individuals of their property, as will be prejudicial to the 
health, the morals, or the safety of the public, is not, and consis-
tently with the existence and safety of organized society, cannot 
be burdened with the condition that the State must compensate 
. . . individual owners for pecuniary losses they may sustain, by 
reason of their not being permitted, by a noxious use of their 
property, to inºict injury on the community.20 

Thus, in Mugler and later cases such as Hadacheck v. Sebastian,21 
Euclid,22 and Miller v. Schoene,23 the Court broadly upheld land use regula-
tions that protected public health, safety or welfare as valid exercises of 
the police power, without regard for the extent of economic burden im-
posed by such regulations. Nectow,24 later relied upon by the Court in 
Agins, struck down an application of a zoning ordinance to a speciªc 
property that had been found not to serve any legitimate state purpose, 
again without any particular consideration of the economic impact of the 
law. 

In Pennsylvania Coal Co, however, the case credited today as the foun-
dation of the Court’s regulatory takings jurisprudence, Justice Holmes 
advanced a very different model for analysis of the constitutionality of 
land use regulations. In the face of the long line of cases reviewing 
whether land use regulations were proper exercises of the police power 
without reference to their economic impact, Justice Holmes declared in 
Pennsylvania Coal that the extent of the economic injury suffered by the 
property owner was in fact a critical factor in determining whether gov-
ernment regulation exceeded the police power, and that if such impact 
were too severe, it could indeed require compensation. 

In Pennsylvania Coal, the Court reviewed the constitutionality of a 
state law that prohibited coal mining causing surface subsidence, even 
where the coal company owned property and contract rights to do so un-
der state law. Writing for the Court, Justice Holmes succinctly summa-
rized the question as he saw it: “As applied to this case the statute is ad-
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mitted to destroy previously existing rights of property and contract. The 
question is whether the police power can be stretched so far.”25 He then 
observed: 

Government hardly could go on if to some extent values incident 
to property could not be diminished without paying for every 
such change in the general law. As long recognized some values 
are enjoyed under an implied limitation and must yield to the 
police power. But obviously the implied limitation must have its 
limits or the contract and due process clauses are gone. One fact 
for consideration in determining such limits is the extent of the 
diminution. When it reaches a certain magnitude, in most if not 
in all cases there must be an exercise of eminent domain and 
compensation to sustain the act.26 

Justice Holmes summarized his views in a famous, if cryptic, aphorism: 
“The general rule at least is that while property may be regulated to a 
certain extent, if regulation goes too far it will be recognized as a taking.”27 
Noting that making the mining of coal commercially impracticable “has 
very nearly the same effect for constitutional purposes as appropriating 
or destroying it,”28 Justice Holmes held that, although the state would pre-
sumably be warranted in using its power of eminent domain to prevent min-
ing that caused surface subsidence, in the absence of compensation the 
Pennsylvania law exceeded the state’s police powers.29 

The framework of analysis presented by Justice Holmes in Pennsyl-
vania Coal thus differed radically from earlier (and indeed, from later) 
decisions of the Court examining whether land use regulations consti-
tuted valid exercises of the police power without consideration of the 
extent to which such regulations diminished the value of the affected prop-
erty. In Justice Holmes’s model, the police power permits the government 
to change the law in a manner that adversely affects property values without 
any compensation, but only up to a point. Beyond that point, the govern-
ment is required to proceed by the exercise of eminent domain, with just 
compensation to affected property owners. 

Justice Holmes thus implicitly rejected the reasoning of the Court’s 
contemporaneous land use cases holding that regulation seeking to pro-
tect the public’s health, safety, morals or welfare was a valid exercise of 
the police power regardless of its economic impact on affected property 
owners, and could not be conditioned upon payment of compensation. In-
deed, the Court’s departure in Pennsylvania Coal from that older para-
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digm is vividly demonstrated by Justice Brandeis’s dissent, which explic-
itly argued that valid police power regulations cannot be burdened with a 
duty to pay compensation, relying on the Court’s decisions in Mugler, 
Hadacheck, and other land use cases.30 Justice Holmes dismissed the no-
tion that a valid public interest was the determinative issue in evaluating 
the constitutionality of a regulation, however, noting that “[t]he protec-
tion of private property in the Fifth Amendment presupposes that it is 
wanted for public use, but provides that it shall not be taken for such use 
without compensation.”31 Justice Holmes added: “We are in danger of 
forgetting that a strong public desire to improve the public condition is 
not enough to warrant achieving the desire by a shorter cut than the con-
stitutional way of paying for the change.”32 

The modern doctrine of “regulatory takings” unmistakably traces to 
Justice Holmes’s seminal analysis in Pennsylvania Coal, and effectively 
establishes a limiting principle on the Court’s earlier cases categorically 
upholding land use regulations under the Due Process Clause. Inspired 
by Justice Holmes’s maxim that property regulation that “goes too far” 
constitutes a taking, regulatory takings doctrine focuses on whether state 
action that is legitimate may nonetheless impose unfair economic burdens 
on particular property owners, warranting payment of just compensation. 
To the extent that Mugler and other early cases held that valid police power 
regulation cannot be conditioned on payment of compensation, and implic-
itly suggested that regulation cannot effect a taking, it seems impossible 
to avoid the conclusion that Pennsylvania Coal effectively overruled 
those cases. 

III. The Court’s Struggle To Deªne the Meaning of Its Early 

Land Use Cases for Takings Law 

Oddly, however, Pennsylvania Coal was apparently not recognized 
by the Court at the time as establishing a new doctrine of takings law (or 
as imposing a new limit on its prior cases that upheld land use regulations 
as valid exercises of the police power). Pennsylvania Coal was viewed by 
the Court as a Due Process and Contracts Clause case, rather than as a 
takings case,33 and the decision was rarely cited by the Court in the next 
forty years. The Court’s subsequent decisions involving the constitution-
ality of land use regulations under due process—Euclid, Miller v. Schoene, 
and Nectow—returned to the categorical due process analysis of Mugler; 
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the Court did not cite Pennsylvania Coal or suggest that the economic 
impact of the regulations at issue in those cases might impose a check upon 
the exercise of the police power. Justice Holmes joined in those decisions 
without comment. 

The Court’s failure to recognize the inherent conºict between the new 
framework of constitutional analysis announced in Pennsylvania Coal and 
the categorical due process analysis of its earlier land use cases has had 
profound consequences in the halting evolution of regulatory takings doc-
trine. The Court has continued to invoke its due process cases as prece-
dent in its regulatory takings jurisprudence, relying upon Hadacheck, 
Euclid, and other early cases, for example, for the proposition that “mere 
diminution in the value of property, however serious, is insufªcient to dem-
onstrate a taking.”34 That proposition would appear to be in direct conºict 
with the Court’s holding in Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal Council35 that 
denial of all economically viable use of land is a per se taking, and in im-
plicit conºict with Justice Holmes’s framework of analysis in Pennsylvania 
Coal, which is premised on recognition that when diminution in value 
“reaches a certain magnitude, in most if not all cases there must be an 
exercise of eminent domain and compensation to sustain the act.”36 Yet 
the Court had not acknowledged that the framework of analysis in its early 
due process cases was inapposite in this respect to modern takings doc-
trine.37 Indeed, in 1987, the Court ºatly rejected a petitioner’s “implicit 
assertion that Pennsylvania Coal overruled” Mugler and other early due 
process cases.38 

The signiªcance of the Court’s early land use cases, and the relation-
ship between the concepts of substantive due process and takings doc-
trine they embody, has nonetheless been at the center of two of the most 
difªcult doctrinal debates in the Court’s evolving understanding of the prem-
ises of regulatory takings doctrine: whether the proper remedy for a regu-
latory taking is payment of just compensation, rather than invalidation of 
the offending ordinance, and whether there is a broad exception to tak-
ings liability for government regulation intended to protect the public from 
harm. 
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A. Is the Remedy for a Regulatory Taking Payment of Compensation? 

At its heart, the remedy question turns on an issue left ambiguous in 
Pennsylvania Coal: whether a regulation that “goes too far” exceeds the 
government’s police power, and is thus a violation of the Due Process 
Clause, or whether it instead effects an actual taking of the owner’s prop-
erty for which just compensation must be provided under the Takings 
Clause. The Court’s early land use cases clearly treated claims that land 
use regulations took property without compensation as arguments that 
the ordinances were invalid under the Due Process Clause.39 A number of 
state courts, prominently including the California Supreme Court, took a 
similar position in modern times, holding that the appropriate remedy 
when an ordinance is found to effect a taking is a declaratory judgment or 
mandamus holding the law invalid, rather than an award for “inverse con-
demnation.”40 

The Supreme Court took a long succession of cases in the late 1970s 
and 1980s in an effort to resolve this fundamental point. The California 
Supreme Court’s endorsement of the invalidation theory in Agins in 1979 
prompted the Supreme Court to grant certiorari in that case, but the Court 
was unable to reach the remedy issue because it afªrmed the California 
court’s ªnding that no taking had occurred. The following term, the 
Court granted review in San Diego Gas & Electric Co. v. City of San 
Diego,41 but again found itself unable to reach the merits of the issue be-
cause it was unclear whether the lower courts had made a conclusive ªnding 
of a taking. Justice Brennan dissented from dismissal of the case, how-
ever, and addressed the remedial issue squarely, concluding that the Court’s 
precedents in Pennsylvania Coal, Goldblatt, Penn Central, and Agins 
established that a restrictive regulation could effect an actual taking of 
property requiring compensation under the Fifth Amendment.42 Justice 
Brennan rejected the views of several state courts that Justice Holmes’s 
use of the word “taking” in Pennsylvania Coal was “metaphorical,” and 
meant to describe the limit beyond which government could not constitu-
tionally control land use by regulation without an exercise of eminent 
domain.43 Noting that “[p]olice power regulations such as zoning ordi-
nances and other land-use restrictions can destroy the use and enjoyment 
of property in order to promote the public good just as effectively as formal 
condemnation or physical invasion of property,” Justice Brennan con-
cluded that an award of just compensation was the only appropriate rem-
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edy, even in circumstances where the government rescinded the offending 
ordinance.44 

The Court again took cases in 1985 and 1986 to resolve the issue of 
the appropriate remedy when a law is determined to effect a taking, but 
was forced to dispose of each case on procedural grounds. In Williamson 
County Regional Planning Comm’n v. Hamilton Bank of Johnson City,45 
the Court held that the issue of remedy was not ripe because the plaintiff 
had not yet obtained a ªnal decision regarding the application of the chal-
lenged zoning ordinance to its property, and had not utilized the proce-
dures the state provided for obtaining just compensation. Justice Black-
mun’s opinion recognized, however, that the fundamental issue of whether 
an unduly restrictive regulation effects a taking under the Takings Clause 
or instead is simply invalid under due process had not to that point been 
resolved, and treated both positions at length and with equal respect.46 
Noting that the Court “often has referred to regulation that ‘goes too far’ 
. . . as a ‘taking,’”47 Justice Blackmun emphasized the ambiguity of the 
Court’s use of that term, plainly showing that the Court was not yet per-
suaded that a regulation could effect an actual taking within the meaning 
of the Takings Clause: 

Even assuming that those decisions meant to refer literally to the 
Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment, and therefore stand for 
the proposition that regulation may effect a taking for which the 
Fifth Amendment requires just compensation, . . . and even as-
suming further that the Fifth Amendment requires the payment 
of money damages to compensate for such a taking, the jury ver-
dict in this case cannot be upheld.48 

The next term, in MacDonald, Sommer & Frates v. County of Yolo,49 
the Court once again failed to reach the merits of the remedy issue for pro-
cedural reasons. Signiªcantly, however, neither the majority nor the dis-
senting Justices returned to the theoretical question of whether an unduly 
restrictive land use regulation constitutes an actual taking or a violation 
of due process. Rather, all nine Justices seemed to assume that such a 
regulation effected a taking, leaving open only the question whether the 
government’s rescission of an offensive ordinance required compensation 
for a “temporary” taking for the period the regulation was in effect. 

The Court ªnally reached and resolved the remedy issue in First 
English Evangelical Lutheran Church of Glendale v. County of Los Ange-
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les.50 Reviewing a claim that a county ordinance restricting construction 
in a ºood plain effected a regulatory taking, Chief Justice Rehnquist’s 
opinion for a six-Justice majority concluded that the state court’s dismissal 
of the plaintiff’s claim for compensatory damages “isolates the remedial 
question for our consideration.”51 The remedial question in First English 
was also isolated, signiªcantly, from the larger constitutional debate in 
San Diego Gas & Electric and Williamson County regarding whether an 
unduly restrictive regulation effects a compensable taking or is simply 
invalid under due process. The Court noted that the state court in First 
English had not relied on the theory that regulatory measures may never 
constitute a taking in the constitutional sense,52 and proceeded to analyze 
the remedial issue as if it were uncontested that a severely restrictive regula-
tion can constitute a violation of the Takings Clause. Justice Rehnquist’s 
opinion noted that it had been “established doctrine at least since Justice 
Holmes’s opinion for the Court in Pennsylvania Coal Co. v. Mahon” that 
“if regulation goes too far it will be recognized as a taking,”53 adding that 
“[l]ater cases have unhesitatingly applied this principle.”54 In short, the 
uncertainties expressed by the Court about this issue just a few years ear-
lier had been swept away, without explicit resolution. 

To determine whether money damages were a necessary remedy for 
such a taking, Justice Rehnquist focused squarely on the fundamental com-
pensatory purpose of the Takings Clause: 

As its language indicates, and as the Court has frequently noted, 
this provision does not prohibit the taking of private property, 
but instead places a condition on the exercise of that power. This 
basic understanding of the Amendment makes clear that it is de-
signed not to limit the governmental interference with property 
rights per se, but rather to secure compensation in the event of oth-
erwise proper interference amounting to a taking. Thus, govern-
ment action that works a taking of property rights necessarily im-
plicates the “constitutional obligation to pay just compensation.”55 

The Court in First English thus implicitly rejected the theory, adopted 
by the California Supreme Court and other state courts, that the duty to 
avoid taking private property without compensation creates a substantive 
limitation upon the government’s ability to legislate, rendering regula-
tions that work a taking invalid under the Due Process Clause. More 
broadly, the Court’s focus on the compensatory purpose of the Takings 
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Clause seemed to disclaim any use of the Takings Clause to hold govern-
ment action invalid, so long as compensation can be obtained. The Court’s 
treatment of the Takings Clause as a condition upon “otherwise proper” 
regulation echoes Justice Holmes’s observation in Pennsylvania Coal that 
“[t]he protection of private property in the Fifth Amendment presupposes 
that it is wanted for public use, but provides that it shall not be taken for 
such use without compensation.”56 

B. The “Harm Prevention” Exception 

The dissent in First English by Justices Stevens, Blackmun, and 
O’Connor invoked the Court’s old land use cases for a different proposi-
tion, however, marking a second major theoretical debate concerning the 
role of these due process precedents in takings doctrine. The dissenting 
Justices argued that First English did not present a valid takings issue 
because the county ºood plain ordinance at issue was a protection of the 
public health, safety and welfare that could not, under the principle estab-
lished in Mugler, constitute a taking.57 That issue—whether the Court’s 
early land use cases in fact established a broad exemption from takings 
liability for government actions taken to protect the public from harm—
divided the Court, and was at the center of heated debate within the Court in 
two major, and conºicting, decisions: Keystone Bituminous Coal Asso-
ciation v. DeBenedictis,58 issued in 1987, and Lucas, issued in 1992. 

In its landmark decision in Penn Central, the Court had given con-
siderable discussion to its early land use cases, citing Euclid, Nectow and 
other due process decisions as support for the proposition that “govern-
ment may execute laws or programs that adversely affect recognized eco-
nomic values.”59 Justice Brennan’s opinion observed that “in instances in 
which a state tribunal reasonably concluded that ‘the health, safety, mor-
als or general welfare’ would be promoted by prohibiting particular con-
templated uses of land, this Court has upheld land-use regulations that 
destroyed or adversely affected recognized real property interests.”60 

Whether these cases established a broad exemption from takings li-
ability for laws seeking to protect societal interests was at the center of two 
subsequent cases. In Keystone, the Court broadly re-examined its seminal 
case, Pennsylvania Coal, and addressed the relationship of its earlier due 
process cases to regulatory takings doctrine. Keystone involved a takings 
challenge to a Pennsylvania law prohibiting coal mining that caused sub-
sidence damage, much like the statute in Pennsylvania Coal. Noting that 
“there are some obvious similarities between the cases,” a ªve-Justice 
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majority concluded that those similarities were less signiªcant than the 
differences, and held that Pennsylvania Coal did not control.61 

Writing for the Court, Justice Stevens characterized the portion of 
Justice Holmes’s opinion in Pennsylvania Coal that addressed the general 
validity of the state law at issue in that case as “an advisory opinion.”62 
Justice Stevens described Justice Holmes’s opinion as resting on two 
propositions, “both critical to the Court’s decision:” ªrst, the state law in 
Pennsylvania Coal served only private interests, not the general public 
health or safety, and so could not be sustained as an exercise of the police 
power; and second, the law made it commercially impracticable to mine 
certain coal.63 Justice Stevens noted that the modern version of the anti-
subsidence statute differed from the older law at issue in Pennsylvania 
Coal in that it broadly sought “to protect the public interest in health, the 
environment, and the ªscal integrity of the area,” rather than merely 
seeking to protect individual homeowners.64 

Justice Stevens explicitly invoked the Court’s early land use regula-
tion cases as support for the proposition that the state’s interest in protecting 
public health and safety weighed heavily against a ªnding that the Penn-
sylvania regulation effected a taking. Citing Mugler, Hadacheck, and 
other early due process cases, Justice Stevens noted that “[m]any cases 
before and since Pennsylvania Coal have recognized that the nature of 
the State’s action is critical in takings analysis.”65 Justice Stevens quoted 
Mugler’s broad declaration that prohibitions on the use of property for 
purposes “‘injurious to the health, morals, or safety of the community, 
cannot, in any just sense, be deemed a taking or appropriation of prop-
erty,’” and its assertion that the power of the States to prohibit property 
use prejudicial to the public “‘is not—and, consistently with the existence 
and safety of organized society cannot be—burdened with the condition 
that the State must compensate such individual owners for pecuniary losses 
they may sustain, by reason of their not being permitted, by a noxious 
use of their property, to inºict injury upon the community.’”66 Justice 
Stevens squarely rejected “petitioners’ implicit assertion that Pennsyl-
vania Coal overruled these cases which focused so heavily on the nature 
of the State’s interest in the regulation.”67 
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Justice Stevens concluded: “As the cases discussed above demon-
strate, the public interest in preventing activities similar to public nui-
sances is a substantial one, which in many instances has not required com-
pensation.”68 The Court’s decision did not rest on this principle alone, 
however, and thus did not squarely hold that an ordinance directed at pro-
tecting the public from harm could not constitute a taking. Viewing the coal 
that would have to be left in place to avoid subsidence as only a small 
part of the coal company’s property interest, the Court also found that 
“petitioners have also failed to make a showing of diminution of value 
sufªcient to satisfy the test set forth in Pennsylvania Coal and our other 
regulatory takings cases,”69 and concluded that their attack on the statute 
under the Takings Clause “must surely fail.”70 

In dissent, Justice Rehnquist, joined by Justices Powell, O’Connor, and 
Scalia, disputed the Court’s treatment of much of Justice Holmes’s opin-
ion in Pennsylvania Coal as “advisory,” noting that Pennsylvania Coal 
“has for 65 years been the foundation of our ‘regulatory takings’ juris-
prudence,” and had become “a cornerstone of the jurisprudence of the Fifth 
Amendment’s Just Compensation Clause.”71 Justice Rehnquist also dis-
agreed with the majority’s assertion that Justice Holmes perceived the 
subsidence law in Pennsylvania Coal as protecting only private interests, 
arguing that the Court in Pennsylvania Coal had recognized the public 
interests served by the earlier state law, but had made clear that “the mere 
existence of a public purpose was insufªcient to release the government 
from the compensation requirement.”72 

Although he concluded that both the earlier and the present subsidence 
laws in fact served similar public purposes, Justice Rehnquist asserted 
that the similarity in their purposes “does not resolve the question whether a 
taking has occurred; the existence of such a public purpose is merely a 
necessary prerequisite to the government’s exercise of its taking power.”73 
Justice Rehnquist expressed serious concern with the manner in which 
the majority had contrasted the effectiveness of the current subsidence law 
in achieving its purposes with the earlier law struck down in Pennsyl-
vania Coal, noting that “our inquiry into legislative purpose is not in-
tended as a license to judge the effectiveness of legislation.”74 

Finally, although he did not dispute that the character of the gov-
ernment’s action might be relevant to a takings inquiry, Justice Rehnquist 
strongly disagreed with the majority regarding the breadth of the so-called 
“nuisance exception” drawn from the Court’s due process cases. Justice 
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Rehnquist accepted that “[t]he nature of [the government’s] purposes may 
be relevant, for we have recognized that a taking does not occur where 
the government exercises its unquestioned authority to prevent a property 
owner from using his property to injure others without having to compensate 
the value of the forbidden use.”75 He argued, however, that the “nuisance 
exception” was “narrow,” and should not be extended to “essentially eco-
nomic concerns” regarding “preservation of buildings, economic devel-
opment, and maintenance of property values” served by the state’s present 
subsidence law.76 Moreover, Justice Rehnquist asserted that the Court’s 
cases had “never applied the nuisance exception to allow complete ex-
tinction of the value of a parcel of property.”77 Contending that the state’s 
subsidence law had destroyed the plaintiffs’ interests in particular coal 
deposits and in a recognized estate in land, Justice Rehnquist asserted that 
the “nuisance exception” was inapplicable,78 and ultimately concluded that 
the law constituted a taking.79 

Five years later, in Lucas,80 the Court returned to the question of 
whether its older due process cases establish a broad exemption from 
takings liability for government action taken to protect the public from 
harm, with dramatically different results. In Lucas, the Court extended 
the second prong of the Agins formulation—that a government action is a 
taking if it “denies an owner economically viable use of his land”—into a 
per se rule that regulations that prohibit “all economically beneªcial use 
of land” constitute takings. In doing so, the Court resolved the divisive 
issue of the extent to which ordinances enacted to protect the public from 
harm are excluded from takings liability, holding that the government 
may ban all economically beneªcial use of private property only where the 
use would be illegal under established principles of state property or nui-
sance law. The Court treated its early due process cases not as establish-
ing a broad categorical exemption from takings liability, but rather as 
reºecting only the police power predicate for government action to affect 
private property at all. 

In Lucas, the Court held that a state coastal zone regulation that pro-
hibited construction of new homes on beachfront property constituted a 
taking of the plaintiff’s beachfront lot. Accepting as a given the state court’s 
determination that the law deprived the plaintiff of all economically pro-
ductive or beneªcial use of his property, the Court declared that a regula-
tion imposing such total loss constitutes a taking without the need for the 
Court’s traditional case-by-case weighing of circumstances.81 The Court 
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rejected the South Carolina Supreme Court’s view that the state’s purpose in 
protecting the public from harms caused by beachfront development pre-
cluded the need for compensation under the Supreme Court’s prior deci-
sions.82 

Writing for the Court, Justice Scalia acknowledged that Mugler, Hada-
check, and other due process cases “suggested that ‘harmful or noxious 
uses’ of property may be proscribed by government regulation without 
the requirement of compensation.”83 Justice Scalia characterized that princi-
ple as “the Court’s early attempt to describe in theoretical terms why 
government may, consistent with the Takings Clause, affect property val-
ues by regulation without incurring an obligation to compensate—a real-
ity we nowadays acknowledge explicitly with respect to the whole scope 
of the State’s police power.”84 Justice Scalia noted that the Court in Penn 
Central had rejected the “suggestion that Mugler and the cases following 
it were premised on, and thus limited by, some objective conception of 
‘noxiousness,’”85 since the uses prohibited in those cases (e.g., brick-
making,86 brewing beer,87 and operating a quarry88) were legal and per-
missible at the time they were undertaken. Such cases were “‘better un-
derstood,’” Justice Brennan had observed in Penn Central, as “‘resting 
. . . on the ground that the restrictions were reasonably related to the imple-
mentation of a policy—not unlike historic preservation—expected to pro-
duce a widespread public beneªt and applicable to all similarly situated 
property.’”89 

Justice Scalia concluded: “‘Harmful or noxious use’ analysis was, in 
other words, simply the progenitor of our more contemporary statements 
that ‘land-use regulation does not effect a taking if it “substantially ad-
vance[s] legitimate state interests.”’”90 “Prevention of harmful use” was 
thus “merely our early formulation of the police power justiªcation nec-
essary to sustain (without compensation) any regulatory diminution in 
value.”91 For that reason, together with the difªculty in distinguishing regu-
lations that prevent harm from those that confer public beneªts, “it be-
comes self-evident that noxious-use logic cannot serve as the touchstone 
to distinguish regulatory ‘takings’—which require compensation—from 
regulatory deprivations that do not require compensation.”92 Indeed, since 
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legislation can almost always be justiªed as seeking to prevent public 
harm, using that principle to justify government action would “essentially 
nullify Pennsylvania Coal’s afªrmation of limits to the noncompensable 
exercise of the police power.”93 

Ironically, having broadly disclaimed the relevance of the legisla-
ture’s purposes to takings doctrine, Justice Scalia then afªrmed the core 
principle of the “nuisance exception” by holding that even a regulation that 
completely eliminates economic use is not a taking if the uses prohibited 
were always subject to restriction under “background principles of the 
State’s law of property and nuisance.”94 In that circumstance, Justice Scalia 
noted, the restricted use interests “were not part of [the owner’s] title to 
begin with,”95 and thus could not be “taken” by the regulation. Property 
uses that in fact constitute “nuisances” under state law, therefore, may be 
prohibited without compensation, although that consequence follows from 
the nature of the owner’s property interests rather than from the laudable 
purposes sought to be furthered by the state.96 

The critical questions at the center of both of these landmark deci-
sions—First English and Lucas—thus focused on the meaning and con-
tinued signiªcance of the Court’s early due process land use cases. First 
English ªnally laid to rest the divergent strand of takings doctrine, rooted 
in the Court’s old land use cases and evident in Justice Holmes’s seminal, 
but ambiguous, decision in Pennsylvania Coal, which viewed a govern-
ment regulation that “goes too far” as simply invalid under due process. 
Instead, the Court conªrmed that such a regulation effects an actual tak-
ing for which just compensation must be paid. Lucas attempted, arguably 
with only partial success, to cabin the notion in the Court’s older due proc-
ess cases that government actions taken to protect public health, safety or 
welfare enjoy a broad immunity from takings liability. 

IV. The Lingering Question: Does the Legitimacy of the 

Government’s Action Matter? 

The Court’s resolution of each of these fundamental questions—
whether the proper remedy for a regulatory taking is compensation, and 
whether there is a broad exemption from takings liability for regulations 
seeking to protect the public against harm—suggests that the legitimacy 
of the government’s action is properly viewed as a separate issue from 
whether it may effect a taking. The purpose of the Takings Clause, Jus-
tice Rehnquist declared in First English, is fundamentally compensatory; 
it is not a constraint on the government’s power to act, but instead secures 
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compensation for “otherwise proper” action that effects a taking.97 The 
legitimacy of a government action, Justice Scalia subsequently explained 
in Lucas, is only a necessary predicate for the exercise of police power; it 
cannot serve to determine whether the action is a regulatory taking.98 In-
quiry into the purposes and effectiveness of a government action would 
not appear to illuminate the severity of the economic burden imposed by the 
regulation, the central concern under Penn Central, nor the extent to which 
that burden might be concentrated unfairly on one or a few property owners. 
Moreover, another foundational element of takings law, the “public use” 
doctrine, independently requires that a government action taking private 
property serve a valid public use.99 Thus, a conclusion that a government 
action does not serve a valid public purpose would seem to preclude a ªnd-
ing of a taking, rather than support it. 

The Court has nonetheless struggled to deªne whether the legitimacy 
of a government action, the central inquiry in its older due process cases, 
is properly a part of takings analysis. Mugler and its famous progeny, 
after all, focused squarely on that issue in determining the constitutional-
ity of land use controls, and in particular in rejecting claims that such 
controls were invalid because they took property without compensation. 
The test the Court applied to determine if a land use regulation fell within 
the government’s police power was whether the regulation bore “a sub-
stantial relation” to the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare. 
If so, it was upheld regardless of its economic impact on regulated land-
owners. What signiªcance should these early due process precedents have 
for modern regulatory takings law? 

One possible answer is that these cases establish the principle that a 
government regulation is not a taking—indeed, can never be a taking—if 
it bears a substantial relationship to a legitimate public purpose. That propo-
sition, which Mugler and other early cases squarely support, was implic-
itly repudiated by Pennsylvania Coal’s recognition that a legitimate regu-
lation could nonetheless have economic impact so severe as to effect a 
taking. It is further undercut by the Court’s more recent conclusion in 
Lucas that, at least where a regulation deprives an owner of all economi-
cally viable use, the fact that a regulation seeks to advance legitimate 
public purposes is no defense to a taking (unless the regulation restrains a 
nuisance or some other limitation on the owner’s property rights inherent 
in background principles of property law). Neither Pennsylvania Coal 
nor Lucas resolves whether the importance of the government’s purposes, 
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and the effectiveness with which it achieves them, may still be a considera-
tion in a multi-factor analysis under Penn Central. Nonetheless, the evo-
lution of regulatory takings doctrine under Pennsylvania Coal would ap-
pear to leave these older land use cases with only limited direct relevance 
to takings law. 

The other possible answer, and one that has proved seductive to the 
Court, is that its early land use cases also establish a reciprocal corollary 
of great importance to takings doctrine: that a government regulation that 
does not serve a legitimate public purpose is a taking—indeed, qualiªes 
as a taking without more. That conclusion is not, of course, supported on 
the face of Mugler and the other early land use cases. As Nectow100 con-
ªrms, those cases do indeed stand for the proposition that a government 
regulation that does not bear a substantial relation to a legitimate public 
purpose would be unconstitutional, but not because it would necessarily 
work a taking. Rather, it would violate substantive due process, which fun-
damentally focuses on protecting against arbitrary and lawless government 
action.101 At the most, Mugler and the other early land use cases suggest 
that an illegitimate government action would not beneªt from the cate-
gorical exemption from takings liability that those cases viewed legiti-
mate police power regulations as enjoying. An improper regulation thus 
might qualify as a taking, but that ªnding would presumably be based on 
other factors, such the severity of its economic impact. 

A. Moore and Penn Central 

Nonetheless, the continuing sense that Mugler and Euclid establish 
precedents of profound importance in determining the constitutionality of 
land use controls, combined with the apparent logical symmetry of the 
position that if a regulation serving legitimate public purposes is not a 
taking, a regulation that does not serve legitimate public purposes must 
be a taking, proved too powerful for the Court to withstand. The ªrst real 
indication of the Court’s fatal attraction to this false corollary came in 
Justice Stevens’s concurring opinion in Moore v. City of East Cleveland,102 
in which he suggested that the Court’s due process decisions in Euclid 
and Nectow had “fused” the constitutional protections of property against 
being taken without due process and against being taken for public pur-
pose without just compensation into a “single standard”: “‘(B)efore (a zon-
ing) ordinance can be declared unconstitutional, (it must be shown to be) 
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clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, having no substantial relation to the 
public health, safety, morals, or general welfare.’”103 Because the restric-
tion on single-family residences at issue in Moore had not been shown to 
have any “substantial relation to the public health, safety, morals, or gen-
eral welfare” of the city, and cut deeply into a fundamental right of property 
owners to determine with whom they would reside, Justice Stevens viewed 
the law as “a taking of property without due process and without just 
compensation.”104 

The following year, in its landmark decision revitalizing the ªeld of 
regulatory takings, the Court in Penn Central squarely embraced, albeit 
in dicta, the proposition that a regulation that does not serve a legitimate 
public purpose is a taking. After identifying the now-famous three-part 
standard for determining when a regulation effects a taking,105 Justice Bren-
nan discussed the Court’s early land use cases at length. He noted that 
these cases had upheld land use regulations that promoted the health, 
safety, morals or general welfare even where they destroyed or adversely 
affected recognized property interests.106 Justice Brennan characterized 
the Court’s decision in Goldblatt v. Town of Hempstead as a “recent ex-
ample” of a taking challenge in which the Court had upheld a land use 
prohibition because it “served a substantial public purpose.”107 Invoking 
Nectow and Justice Stevens’s concurring opinion in Moore for that 
proposition,108 Justice Brennan continued: “It is, of course, implicit in 
Goldblatt that a use restriction on real property may constitute a ‘taking’ 
if not reasonably necessary to the effectuation of a substantial public 
purpose . . . .”109 

It seems that Justice Brennan misread Goldblatt, however. First, he 
evidently did not recognize that Goldblatt was a due process case, rather 
than a takings decision. The plaintiff’s claim in Goldblatt was that the 
municipal ordinance “takes their property without due process of law in 
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment,”110 and the Court’s decision in 
that case, after setting aside the possibility that the law might be “a tak-
ing which constitutionally requires compensation,”111 upheld the ordi-
nance as a valid exercise of the police power under due process. For that 
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reason, the implication that Justice Brennan read into Goldblatt—that an 
action that does not serve a substantial public purpose is a taking—simply 
cannot be drawn from that case. While it is indeed implicit in Goldblatt 
that a regulation of property that is not reasonably related to the public 
health, safety, morals or welfare would constitute a “taking of property 
without due process of law,” Justice Brennan’s use of the simple, but am-
biguous, term “taking” suggested that such arbitrary or illegitimate gov-
ernment action may instead be a “taking without just compensation” in 
violation of the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause.112 Nothing in Gold-
blatt, or in the Court’s earlier land use cases, supported that proposition. 

Justice Brennan’s invocation of the Court’s early land use cases 
without identifying the constitutional basis for those decisions under the 
Due Process Clause, and his reading of Goldblatt as implicitly establish-
ing that a regulation that was not “reasonably necessary to the effectua-
tion of a substantial public purpose” may constitute a taking, thus created 
a misleading linkage between the Court’s early due process land use cases 
and the Court’s evolving regulatory takings doctrine. In searching for 
precedent for its development of modern regulatory takings law, the Court 
may understandably have been inºuenced by its well-known early cases 
establishing the constitutionality of zoning, rent control and urban plan-
ning. Nonetheless, the Court’s reliance on those decisions, without ex-
planation, for principles applicable to takings analysis under the Fifth 
Amendment’s Takings Clause sowed confusion. 

B. Agins 

The Court’s intermingling of due process and takings principles was 
brought into vivid clarity two years after Penn Central in Agins. In re-
viewing the constitutionality of a zoning ordinance restricting the number 
of residences that a developer could build on a property, Justice Powell, 
writing for the Court, announced a two-part test for a regulatory taking: 
“[t]he application of a general zoning law to particular property effects a 
taking if the ordinance does not substantially advance legitimate state 
interests, see Nectow v. Cambridge, or denies an owner economically viable 
use of his land, see Penn Central Transp. Co. v. New York City.”113 

Justice Powell’s explanation made clear that he was intentionally in-
voking the Court’s early cases that had reviewed, and generally sustained, 
land use restrictions under due process principles: 
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The determination that governmental action constitutes a taking 
is, in essence, a determination that the public at large, rather than a 
single owner, must bear the burden of an exercise of state power 
in the public interest. Although no precise rule determines when 
property has been taken, the question necessarily requires a weigh-
ing of private and public interests. The seminal decision in 
Euclid v. Ambler Co. is illustrative. In that case, the landowner 
challenged the constitutionality of a municipal ordinance that re-
stricted commercial development of his property. Despite alleged 
diminution in value of the owner’s land, the Court held that the 
zoning laws were facially constitutional. They bore a substantial 
relationship to the public welfare, and their enactment inºicted 
no irreparable injury upon the landowner.114 

Noting that the purposes of zoning regulations “long have been recog-
nized as legitimate,” the Court in Agins quickly concluded that the single-
home zoning ordinances at issue “substantially advance legitimate govern-
mental goals.”115 

The two-part test for a regulatory taking announced in Agins marked 
a surprising departure for the Court. First, coming only two years after 
the Court’s comprehensive treatment of regulatory takings in Penn Cen-
tral, the Court in Agins appeared largely to ignore the three factors iden-
tiªed in Penn Central as having “particular signiªcance.”116 The second 
prong of the two-part Agins standard relied upon Penn Central for the 
proposition that a regulation effects a taking if it “denies an owner eco-
nomically viable use of his land,”117 but reduced the balancing of factors 
called for by the Court in the earlier decision essentially to a per se stan-
dard applicable to a complete economic loss (presaging the Court’s sub-
sequent decision in Lucas). More surprising, the ªrst prong of Agins ele-
vated the means-end inquiry into the validity of governmental action un-
der the police power that the Court had employed in reviewing land use 
regulations under the Due Process Clause into an explicit, and apparently 
self-sufªcient, test for a taking of property without just compensation in 
violation of the Takings Clause of the Fifth Amendment. Justice Bren-
nan’s suggestion in dictum in Penn Central that a use restriction on prop-
erty might constitute a taking “if not reasonably necessary to the effec-
tuation of a substantial public purpose”118 had been erected into a bright-
line test for a regulatory taking.119 
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The new, disjunctive test for a taking in Agins played very little role 
in the Court’s subsequent decisions, though. The majority of the Court’s 
regulatory takings decisions after Agins rely on the Penn Central frame-
work; they either ignore Agins altogether,120 or rely on Agins solely for 
the second (and unquestioned) proposition that a regulation will be deemed 
a taking if it denies the owner all economically viable use of property.121 
Although the Court recited the “substantially advances” formulation in a 
number of opinions,122 in no case did it squarely ªnd a compensable taking 
based on that test. 

The Court did invoke the “substantially advances” language in two 
narrow cases addressing the special problem posed by government exac-
tions of real property interests imposed as conditions of development ap-
provals, Nollan v. California Coastal Commission123 and Dolan v. City of 
Tigard,124 but neither case involved a true application of the Agins formu-
lation. Rather, the special standards developed by the Court in Nollan and 
Dolan (requiring that government ofªcials show that exactions bear a 
“nexus”125 to the government’s regulatory purposes and bear a “rough 
proportionality”126 to the impact of the proposed development) reºected 
the Court’s concern that exactions may improperly force owners to waive 
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their constitutional rights to just compensation, and thus represent an 
application of the Court’s “unconstitutional conditions” doctrine.127 

Meanwhile, doubts were growing about the validity of the Agins formu-
lation, both within academia and among the Justices. Scholars had been 
quick to point out the incongruity of the Court’s incorporation of due proc-
ess principles and precedents in takings doctrine.128 And the Court itself 
began to have second thoughts about the propriety of focusing on the 
legitimacy of government action in assessing whether a regulation effects 
a regulatory taking. Chief Justice Rehnquist expressed serious misgivings 
in his dissent in Keystone over the majority’s heavy reliance on the public 
purposes served by the statute at issue, concluding that “the existence of 
such a public purpose is merely a necessary prerequisite to the govern-
ment’s exercise of its taking power.”129 He observed that “our inquiry into 
legislative purpose is not intended as a license to judge the effectiveness 
of legislation,”130 a proposition with which the majority quickly agreed.131 
Justice Scalia expressed similar concerns about reliance on the public 
purposes of a law as a shield against takings liability in Lucas, conclud-
ing, as had Chief Justice Rehnquist, that the existence of a legitimate public 
purpose was a threshold requirement for government action rather than a 
“touchstone” for distinguishing regulatory takings from regulatory depri-
vations that do not require compensation.132 

In the Court’s fractured 1998 decision in Eastern Enterprises v. Apfel,133 
ªve Justices concluded that challenges to the legitimacy of governmental 
action properly lie under the Due Process Clause, and not under the Tak-
ings Clause.134 Eastern Enterprises addressed the constitutionality of fed-
eral legislation imposing severe retrospective liability upon coal mining 
companies to pay for health beneªts for former workers. Justices O’Connor, 
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Scalia, Thomas, and Rehnquist concluded that the law worked an uncon-
stitutional taking, and did not reach the companies’ due process claims, 
in part because of concerns with the unbounded nature of substantive due 
process.135 Justice Kennedy concurred in the judgment that the retroactive 
legislation was unconstitutional, but did so under due process principles, 
expressly rejecting the applicability of the Takings Clause to the compa-
nies’ claims.136 Justices Breyer, Stevens, Souter, and Ginsburg dissented 
from the holding that the statute was unconstitutional, but agreed with Jus-
tice Kennedy that takings analysis was improper, and that the appropriate 
framework of constitutional analysis for the challenged statute lay under 
the Due Process Clause.137 

Justice Kennedy concluded that application of the Takings Clause in 
the circumstances presented in Eastern Enterprises was inappropriate in 
part because the federal statute in that case imposed a general ªnancial 
liability, rather than taking a deªned property interest.138 Justice Ken-
nedy’s concurring opinion, however, also expressly focused on the incongru-
ity of hearing substantive challenges to the wisdom of governmental ac-
tions under the Takings Clause: 

The imprecision of our regulatory takings doctrine does open the 
door to normative considerations about the wisdom of govern-
ment decisions. See, e.g., Agins v. City of Tiburon, 447 U.S. at 
260 (zoning constitutes a taking if it does not “substantially ad-
vance legitimate state interests”). This sort of analysis is in un-
easy tension with our basic understanding of the Takings Clause, 
which has not been understood to be a substantive or absolute 
limit on the government’s power to act. The Clause operates as a 
conditional limitation, permitting the government to do what it 
wants so long as it pays the charge. The Clause presupposes what 
the government intends to do is otherwise constitutional . . . . 

 
Given that the constitutionality of the Coal Act appears to turn on 
the legitimacy of Congress’ judgment rather than on the avail-
ability of compensation, . . . the more appropriate constitutional 
analysis arises under general due process principles rather than 
under the Takings Clause.139 

Justice Breyer, writing in dissent for Justices Stevens, Souter, and Gins-
burg, agreed with Justice Kennedy that the Takings Clause should not apply 
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to general ªnancial liabilities.140 As a threshold matter, however, the four 
dissenting Justices also explicitly agreed with Justice Kennedy’s concern 
about reviewing the substantive validity of legislation under the Takings 
Clause: 

[T]he plurality views this case through the wrong legal lens. The 
Constitution’s Takings Clause does not apply. That Clause refers 
to the taking of “private property . . . for public use, without just 
compensation.” U.S. Const., Amdt. 5. As this language suggests, 
at the heart of the Clause lies a concern, not with preventing ar-
bitrary or unfair government action, but with providing compen-
sation for legitimate government action that takes “private prop-
erty” to serve the “public” good.141 

In City of Monterey v. Del Monte Dunes at Monterey, Ltd.,142 decided 
the following year, the Court underlined its doubts concerning the viabil-
ity of the “substantially advances” theory, with all of the Justices joining 
in opinions that reserved the question of the validity of the formulation. 
In Del Monte Dunes, the Court afªrmed a jury ªnding of a taking reached 
upon instructions that had included the theory that the city’s repeated 
rejection of a development proposal failed to “substantially advance a le-
gitimate public purpose.”143 The Court did not reach the issue of the va-
lidity of that theory, however, ªnding that the defendant city had waived 
any objection to the instructions it had itself proposed.144 The Court there-
fore rejected the urging of the United States, as amicus, that it declare 
deªnitively that the “substantially advances” test is not a takings test, 
observing that this test was “consistent with our previous general discus-
sions of regulatory takings liability.”145 The Court acknowledged, however, 
that it had never provided “a thorough explanation of the nature or appli-
cability of the requirement that a regulation substantially advance legiti-
mate public interests,”146 and ªve Justices went out of their way, in sepa-
rate opinions, to make clear that they were not afªrming the correctness 
of that theory of takings liability.147 Thus, by the end of the 1990s, there 
was considerable question concerning the Court’s commitment to the “sub-
stantially advances” test. 
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V. Lingle 

Lingle ªnally presented the question of the validity of the “substan-
tially advances” test to the Court in stark outline.148 In Lingle, the Ninth 
Circuit confronted a claim that a Hawaii statute controlling rents for gas 
stations effected a taking because it would not achieve the state’s objec-
tives of protecting consumers from high gasoline prices, and thus did not 
“substantially advance” the state’s interests.149 The plaintiff in the case, 
Chevron USA, Inc., made no claim that it had suffered signiªcant eco-
nomic injury; indeed, Chevron stipulated that its return on its investment 
in its gas stations under the law “satisªes any Constitutional standard.”150 
Chevron thus evidently sought only to use the Takings Clause to invalidate 
the statute because of disagreement with the state’s economic policy, and 
did so in deliberate preference to seeking review of the law under more 
traditional constitutional frameworks, holding in reserve and then dis-
missing its due process and equal protection claims once it had obtained 
its takings judgment. 

In its initial decision in the case, the Ninth Circuit held that Chev-
ron’s “substantially advances” claim should be decided without any def-
erence to the state legislature’s judgment on economic matters,151 a dra-
matic departure from long-settled principles of deferential constitutional 
review of state economic and social legislation. The district court there-
fore conducted a trial to determine the likely efªcacy of the Hawaii law, 
and even attempted to weigh the demeanor of the parties’ expert witnesses 
as a factor in determining the constitutionality of the statute,152 vividly 
illustrating the risk of intrusive judicial review inherent in the Agins test. 
The Ninth Circuit afªrmed the district court’s judgment, rejecting the state’s 
pleas that it reconsider its early rulings regarding the standard of review.153 

Confronted by this anomalous and troubling example of the “sub-
stantially advances” test in practice, the Supreme Court granted review, 
and unanimously reversed. In doing so, the Court not only laid to rest the 
short-lived “substantially advances” theory of takings liability; it also 
essentially brought to a close the Court’s prolonged period of uncertainty 
and conºict regarding the proper meaning of its early land use decisions 
for modern takings jurisprudence. 
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Writing for the Court, Justice O’Connor began her analysis by restat-
ing with particular clarity the principles that deªne regulatory takings. En-
dorsing the paradigm for the Fifth Amendment articulated by Chief Jus-
tice Rehnquist in First English, Justice O’Connor observed that the Tak-
ings Clause “is designed not to limit the governmental interference with 
property rights per se, but rather to secure compensation in the event of 
otherwise proper interference amounting to a taking.”154 She also invoked 
the concept of distributive fairness embodied in the oft-quoted principle 
in Armstrong v. United States155 that the role of the Takings Clause is to 
“bar[ ] Government from forcing some people alone to bear public bur-
dens which, in all fairness and justice, should be borne by the public as a 
whole.”156 

Justice O’Connor then brieºy traced the evolution of regulatory tak-
ings doctrine from Pennsylvania Coal to the present, noting that the Court 
has established two categories of per se takings—permanent physical 
occupations and regulations that eliminate all economically beneªcial use 
of real property—and otherwise relies generally upon the multi-factor 
analysis of Penn Central.157 In addition to describing the Court’s jurispru-
dence, Justice O’Connor offered the most coherent explanation for its cen-
tral meaning that the Court has ever articulated: 

Although our regulatory takings jurisprudence cannot be charac-
terized as uniªed, these three inquiries . . . share a common touch-
stone. Each aims to identify regulatory actions that are func-
tionally equivalent to the classic taking in which government di-
rectly appropriates private property or ousts the owner from his 
domain. Accordingly, each of these tests focuses directly upon 
the severity of the burden that government imposes upon private 
property rights.158 

Measured against this clear paradigm, the Court readily concluded that 
the “substantially advances” test did not ªt within regulatory takings doc-
trine. Justice O’Connor ªrst squarely acknowledged that “[t]here is no 
question that the ‘substantially advances’ formula was derived from due 
process, not takings, precedents.”159 Although Justice O’Connor noted that 
Agins’s reliance on due process precedents was “understandable” when 
viewed in historic context, she frankly labeled its language “regrettably 
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imprecise.”160 The “substantially advances” formula, she observed, sug-
gests a means-ends test into the effectiveness of a regulation. Such “an 
inquiry has some logic in the context of a due process challenge,” for the 
Due Process Clause is intended, in part, to protect against arbitrary gov-
ernment conduct.161 But it “reveals nothing about the magnitude or char-
acter of the burden a particular regulation imposes upon private property 
rights,” nor about “how any regulatory burden is distributed among prop-
erty owners.”162 Justice O’Connor concluded: 

In consequence, this test does not help to identify those regulations 
whose effects are functionally comparable to government ap-
propriation or invasion of private property; it is tethered neither 
to the text of the Takings Clause nor to the basic justiªcation for 
allowing regulatory actions to be challenged under the Clause.163 

Moreover, inquiry into a regulation’s underlying validity is “logically 
prior to and distinct from the question whether a regulation effects a tak-
ing, for the Takings Clause presupposes that the government has acted in 
pursuit of a valid public purpose.”164 If a government action fails to meet 
the “public use” requirement or is so arbitrary as to violate due process, 
Justice O’Connor noted, “that is the end of the inquiry. No amount of 
compensation can authorize such action.”165 

Finally, the “substantially advances” formula is not only “doctrinally 
untenable”—its application would present “serious practical difªculties”:166 

The Agins formula can be read to demand heightened means-
ends review of virtually any regulation of private property. If so 
interpreted, it would require the courts to scrutinize the efªcacy 
of a vast array of state and federal regulations—a task for which 
the courts are not well suited. Moreover, it would empower—and 
might often require—courts to substitute their predictive judg-
ments for those of elected legislatures and expert agencies.167 

The instant case, Justice O’Connor observed, “foreshadows the hazards 
of placing courts in this role.”168 Terming the trial proceedings below 
“remarkable, to say the least,” Justice O’Connor emphasized that “[t]he 
reasons for deference to legislative judgments about the need for, and 
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likely effectiveness of, regulatory actions are by now well established, and 
we think they are no less applicable here.”169 

For all of these reasons, Justice O’Connor concluded that the Court 
must “correct course.”170 “We hold that the ‘substantially advances’ for-
mula is not a valid takings test,” she declared, “and indeed conclude that 
it has no proper place in our takings jurisprudence.”171 Justice Kennedy 
wrote separately to note that the Court’s decision did not foreclose the 
possibility that a regulation might be so arbitrary or irrational as to vio-
late due process: “The failure of a regulation to accomplish a stated or obvi-
ous objective,” he observed, “would be relevant to that inquiry.”172 

VI. Lingle’s Meaning for Takings Law 

Lingle’s ªrst signiªcance, obviously, is the Court’s repudiation of a 
dangerously open-ended theory of takings liability. Although the “substan-
tially advances” formulation had played virtually no role in the Court’s 
own jurisprudence, and relatively few lower courts had embraced it, the 
theory plainly invited the sort of searching judicial inquiry into matters 
of social and economic policy that the Court had eschewed since the sub-
stantive due process era typiªed by the infamous Lochner v. New York.173 

The Ninth Circuit’s rapidly expanding case law giving sympathetic 
hearing to “substantially advances” claims demonstrated that the risk of 
wide-ranging judicial inquiry into the purposes and efªcacy of govern-
ment regulations was not merely hypothetical. The Ninth Circuit’s origi-
nal adoption of the “substantially advances” test in Lingle and a prior case, 
Richardson v. City and County of Honolulu,174 was rapidly burgeoning 
into a cottage industry of property owners’ challenges to restrictive land 
use ordinances, particularly regulations governing rents in mobile home 
parks. A few months after the Ninth Circuit’s Lingle decision, for exam-
ple, a panel of the Ninth Circuit headed by the judge who wrote the ma-
jority opinions in both appellate decisions in Lingle dramatically expanded 
the intrusiveness of the judiciary’s role under the “substantially ad-
vances” test. Previous Ninth Circuit decisions invoking that theory, in-
cluding Lingle, had focused on an argument that rent control ordinances 
that freely permit incumbent tenants to sublet their premises could be ren-
dered ineffectual by the ability of such tenants to demand a “premium” 
from subtenants, negating the presumptive societal beneªt from controlled 
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rent. That issue, like other questions regarding the likely efªcacy of a 
challenged law, was presumably subject to proof at trial, even if the proof 
amounted to little more, as it did in Lingle, than the speculations of econo-
mists. In Cashman v. City of Cotati,175 however, the Ninth Circuit, in an 
opinion by Judge Robert Beezer, held that even record evidence demon-
strating to a district court’s satisfaction that a municipal trailer park ordi-
nance does not create such a “premium” in practice could not overcome 
the court’s presumption that a statute that does not expressly prohibit 
subleasing at a premium is unconstitutionally defective under the “sub-
stantially advances” test. The Ninth Circuit had thus taken away even the 
opportunity to present factual evidence concerning challenged laws, al-
lowing the judges virtual impunity to substitute their judgment regarding 
sound economic policy for that of the legislature or municipality. Plainly, 
it was high time for the “substantially advances” theory to go. 

Lingle’s larger value may lie in the coherence it brings to the very 
confused area of regulatory takings. Justice O’Connor’s unifying vision of 
the basic foundation for regulatory takings—their functional equivalence 
to physical expropriations of property—necessarily directs the courts’ 
inquiry to a single factor of paramount importance: “the severity of the bur-
den that the government imposes upon private property rights.”176 More-
over, the clear import from the functional equivalence notion is that the 
economic burden must be very substantial indeed, approaching if not equal-
ing the total loss that physical expropriation would entail. There remain a 
multitude of nagging questions in regulatory takings law, but the Court’s 
articulation in Lingle of a clear model for what constitutes a regulatory 
taking will go far to simplify the tangled jurisprudence in the ªeld. 

Finally, Lingle effectively severs the last links between the Court’s 
old cases reviewing the constitutionality of land use regulations under due 
process and modern regulatory takings doctrine. The Court’s sober ac-
knowledgement that it had erred in Agins by relying upon Nectow and 
Euclid, and its explicit recognition of the fundamental difference in na-
ture and purpose of the judicial inquiry under due process from that un-
der the Takings Clause, draws a sharp line between due process precedents 
and modern takings doctrine. The Court’s long historic struggle to deªne 
the continuing meaning and role of its early land use cases for takings 
law, leading to such landmark precedents as Lucas and First English, seems 
ªnally now to have come to an end. 

These points suggest several further implications. First, there is no 
doubt who won and who lost in Lingle. Lingle frees government authori-
ties from the looming nightmare of defending the merits of every eco-
nomic and social policy that impinges in any way on private property before 
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skeptical federal judges. Conversely, the total collapse of the “substan-
tially advances” theory has to represent a devastating setback for those in 
the property rights movement who have long sought to use the Takings 
Clause as a substantive check on government regulation. The original con-
cept, acknowledged by prominent conservatives early in the movement, 
was that merely increasing the range of circumstances in which government 
is obligated to pay compensation for economically burdensome regulations 
would serve as a substantial check on government’s inherent tendency to 
regulate.177 But the “substantially advances” formulation offered conserva-
tives much more: an opportunity to challenge directly the economic un-
derpinnings of liberal government regulation, free from the suffocating 
deference to legislative judgment that would otherwise apply if such a chal-
lenge were mounted under due process. No wonder the Paciªc Legal 
Foundation, a conservative public interest law ªrm that has taken the lead 
in articulating the property rights agenda, made the “substantially ad-
vances” theory a centerpiece in its campaign to rein in regulatory tak-
ings.178 

But Lingle not only casts the “substantially advances” theory from the 
takings garden, it rejects any normative component to takings law based 
on considerations of the efªcacy or wisdom of the government’s actions. 
Justice O’Connor’s opinion ºatly declares that “[t]he notion that . . . a 
regulation . . . ‘takes’ private property for public use merely by virtue of 
its ineffectiveness or foolishness is untenable.”179 Such challenges, the 
Court makes clear, belong instead under due process, where the traditional 
framework of deferential review provides a substantial shield for govern-
ment policy-makers. 

Moreover, and perhaps more importantly in the long run, by provid-
ing a clear, and quite narrow, vision of the nature of a regulatory taking, 
Lingle may go far to reduce the incidence of takings claims generally, un-
dercutting even the modest hope of property rights advocates that increased 
ªnancial exposure to takings liability will rein in government regulation. 
Lingle makes clear that the “basic justiªcation for allowing regulatory 
actions to be challenged under the [Takings] Clause” is the fact that regu-
lations can impose impacts so severe as to be the “functional[ ] equiva-
lent” of physical expropriation or invasion.180 After Lingle, takings claim-
ants (except for the few who can invoke the Court’s per se rules for per-
manent physical occupations or total economic wipeouts) must expect to 
have to demonstrate economic burdens on their property that are so se-
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vere that they are the functional equivalent of physical dispossession. Rela-
tively few government regulations are likely to result in such severe im-
pacts. 

The Court’s severance of its early due process cases from modern 
takings doctrine may cut in some respects, however, against the defenders of 
government regulations. Government advocates have grown accustomed 
to invoking such cases as Mugler, Euclid, and Hadacheck for the proposi-
tion that even very severe diminutions in economic value may not consti-
tute compensable takings. As recently as 1993, the Supreme Court relied 
upon these cases to observe that “mere diminution in the value of property, 
however serious, is insufªcient to demonstrate a taking.”181 The Court’s 
recognition in Lingle that its due process precedents are largely inappo-
site to takings doctrine will likely undercut their value for this proposi-
tion. For this reason, one commentator has concluded that Lingle “may 
have long-term beneªts for the property rights advocates who were the 
putative losers in the case, because property rights advocates have more 
to gain than takings opponents from the clear separation of substantive 
due process and takings law.”182 

But the relevance of the Court’s early land use cases to the issue of 
the extent of economic loss that might pass constitutional muster has 
long been subject to doubt, since the reasoning of those cases so plainly 
conºicts with both Pennsylvania Coal and Lucas. The framework of 
analysis in the Court’s early land use cases, in which a valid police power 
regulation was simply considered to be free from any requirement of com-
pensation, is so far from the modern understanding of regulatory takings 
doctrine that it is difªcult to see how those early cases can provide much 
useful guidance as to the degree of economic loss that might constitute a 
taking. It is not clear how much Lingle adds to the cloud surrounding 
these cases. 

More importantly, the defenders of government regulation have no need 
to turn to these old and arguably inapposite cases to support the proposi-
tion that very severe economic loss is required to demonstrate a regula-
tory taking. The stronger doctrinal argument for a narrow version of regula-
tory takings doctrine rests on the language and original understanding of 
the Takings Clause and the idea that regulatory takings analysis focuses 
on regulations that are equivalent, in terms of their impact, to direct expro-
priations or invasions. By deªning the very concept of a regulatory tak-
ing in terms of its equivalence to physical appropriation or ouster of pos-
session, Lingle provides the clearest and most principled basis for that 
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argument. In addition, in terms of economic policy, a narrow version of 
regulatory takings doctrine is justiªed based on the reciprocity of advan-
tage created by most regulatory regimes.183 

Similarly, despite the Court’s rejection of a broad “harm prevention” 
exception in Lucas, some defenders of government regulatory authority 
continue to cherish the hope that the importance of the government’s pur-
poses can still somehow be weighed in the balance to help avert a ªnding 
of a taking, perhaps under the amorphous Penn Central “character of the 
government action” factor.184 The Court’s unequivocal repudiation of the 
“substantially advances” test in Lingle would seem to rule out that possi-
bility, since the importance of the governmental purpose, like its effec-
tiveness or legitimacy, may “reveal[ ] nothing about the magnitude or char-
acter of the burden a particular regulation imposes upon private property 
rights.”185 Moreover, simple parity would seem to argue that if challeng-
ers cannot raise a regulation’s lack of redeeming societal value, propo-
nents should not be able to raise its importance in that respect. To the extent 
that a regulation seems the functional equivalent of a physical appropria-
tion, it should be recognized as a taking. As John Echeverria has noted: 

Just as the government could not deny liability in an eminent do-
main proceeding on the ground that the government is planning 
to build a very important school or road, the government could 
not deny liability in an inverse condemnation case on the ground 
that the government is seeking to accomplish some very impor-
tant regulatory objective.186 

In one important respect, however, the societal value of the govern-
ment’s actions may still properly weigh within the Penn Central balance. 
A government regulation that achieves substantial public beneªts, and 
that distributes those beneªts widely across the population, will be most 
likely to be recognized as providing an “average reciprocity of advantage”187 
that offsets, to some perhaps considerable degree, the economic burdens 
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it creates. Courts are increasingly sensitive to the fact that government regu-
lation provides important beneªts to the regulated property owners them-
selves, by ensuring reciprocal compliance by other similarly situated prop-
erty owners.188 To the extent a government program works well, and gen-
erates signiªcant societal beneªts, that factor may thus still be of impor-
tance to the Penn Central balance without the need to rely upon the Court’s 
early and inapposite due process cases. 

Finally, there is the nagging question of where the property rights 
movement will focus its abundant energy next, now that its effort to ob-
tain de novo review of the wisdom of government economic and social 
policies under the Takings Clause has been so conclusively thwarted. One 
possibility, of course, is an effort to rejuvenate substantive due process itself. 
Lingle certainly makes clear that that is where such substantive challenge 
to the merits of government policy-making belongs. Justice Kennedy’s 
separate concurrence in Lingle, pointing out that the Court’s decision 
“does not foreclose the possibility that a regulation might be so arbitrary 
or irrational as to violate due process,”189 may be read as encouraging at 
least some modest attempt to revive the ªeld. Justice Kennedy’s concur-
rence in Lingle cited only his concurring opinion in Eastern Enterprises,190 
which he recently described as employing “heightened scrutiny” to con-
clude that a retroactive statute violated due process.191 Justice Kennedy 
pointedly added, in his concurrence in Lingle, that “the failure of a regu-
lation to accomplish a stated or obvious objective,” essentially the claim 
advanced by Chevron in Lingle under the Takings Clause, “would be rele-
vant” to that due process inquiry.192 

But on the whole, Lingle offers cold comfort for those who would chal-
lenge government policies on their merits. Justice O’Connor’s opinion 
for the unanimous Court ºatly rejects the intrusive judicial role implied 
by the “substantially advances” test, and embraces the traditional frame-
work of highly deferential review for government economic and social poli-
cies. There is no indication that a majority of the Court is prepared to 
follow even Justice Kennedy’s modest suggestion for more robust scru-
tiny of such laws under due process, much less permit the sort of free-
wheeling second-guessing of the wisdom of government decisions that 
brieºy ºourished under the late “substantially advances” test. 
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Conclusion 

For most of the twentieth century, the Court’s regulatory takings 
doctrine has been tormented by the fundamental question of how to treat 
its early, but famous, cases reviewing land use controls under due proc-
ess. The analytic framework embodied in those cases—which reject any 
notion that valid police power regulations can be burdened with the re-
quirement to compensate affected property owners—is in inherent ten-
sion with modern understandings of regulatory takings, and has been since 
Justice Holmes wrote Pennsylvania Coal. Yet the perception that these 
due process cases offer valid guidance for modern takings law has per-
sisted, and has only slowly been pushed back by the Court in landmark 
decisions such as Lucas and First English. 

Lingle marks another, and perhaps the ªnal, milestone in the halting 
evolution of modern takings doctrine away from these due process prece-
dents. The Court’s recognition in Lingle that the nature and purpose of 
the judicial inquiry in substantive due process differs fundamentally from 
that under the Takings Clause, and its confession of error in having relied 
upon these old due process precedents as a touchstone for determining 
when a regulation may effect a taking, draws a sharp line between due proc-
ess and takings doctrine for the ªrst time. The implications for takings 
law are profound: a simpler, clearer model of regulatory takings, focused 
on the “functional equivalence” of such takings to physical appropriation, 
without extraneous consideration of the government’s purposes or the 
efªciency with which those purposes are achieved. Lingle returns regula-
tory takings doctrine to the fundamentally compensatory purpose of the 
Takings Clause, recognized by Justice Rehnquist in First English, with-
out the political agenda superimposed on that Clause by the property rights 
movement. 


